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If you have any questions please contact our Customer Care Centre on 0845 6806179 or Customcare at 
purflo.com

PurFlo® Mattresses are manufactured in accordance with the provisions of British Standard 1877: Part 10: 2011.

There is a European Standard: BS EN 716 relating to cots and cot beds. Please note that this specifies that the top of the 
mattress should be a minimum of 60cm when in its lowest position, and 30cm when in its highest position, from the top of 
the side of the cot or cot bed. 

- Keep all plastic bags away from children and dispose or recycle 
   immediately  to avoid suffocation
- Follow the instructions carefully, do not attempt to use if the parts 
   are missing or damaged
- Always place your baby on their back to sleep
- Fitted sheets can be used on the PurFlo® Breathable Fitted Sheets 
   can be purchased separately
- The PurFlo® mattress has been tested by medical experts. We 
   recommend using a SleepSac™: a baby sleeping bag. The 
   SleepSac™ has anti-bacterial and anti-allergenic lining to help 
   prevent House Dust Mites, Bacteria and Fungi
- Quilts and other soft bedding are not recommended
- When using a SleepSac™ or other baby sleeping bag the nursery   
   temperature should be between 18°C and 22°C
- Make sure your baby does not overheat, if in doubt use an infant 
   thermometer and/or consult your doctor
- Do not leave toys in the cot or cot bed

The PurFlo®  Mattress has been designed to be washed up to 60°C, this temperature kills House Dust Mites.

We recommend that you wash your Mesh SleepSurface™ once a week, or as often as you feel necessary to keep the Mesh 
SleepSurface™ tight. Washing not only ensures that the surface is clean but also helps the surface to retain its tensioning and 
comfort. Ideally it is better to have a spare Mesh SleepSurface™, one on the mattress frame, and one in the wash.

To wash the Mesh SleepSurface™ simply remove from the frame.

1. Undo all of the tensioning straps
2. Stand the mattress up with the open end on the floor and pull from both corners at the top
3. Once you have enough fabric to grab, pull up and pull your hands in a clapping motion keeping your hands 
    near to the frame with each clapping motion
4. Do not pull the frame, pull the cover
5. Put the straps inside of the cover and close the flap using the hook and loop fastener
6. Roll the cover up lengthways, fold it once and it is ready to be washed
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ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

ASSEMBLY AND COMPONENTS
- Assemble the frame following the diagrams below
- Ensure that all Mattress tubes are all connected properly

We recommend this to be done with two people until you have the hang of it

FITTING THE MESH SLEEPSURFACETM ONTO THE FRAME
- Both the frame and the Mesh SleepSurface™ has a base / bottom side
- The base of the frame has one tube that goes across the width of the frame. This MUST be at the bottom of the fully 
   assembled mattress
- The base of the Mesh SleepSurface™ has the four buckles and the long seam down the middle of the mattress
- To avoid the frame being the wrong way up ensure you begin putting the Mesh SleepSurface™ onto the frame having 
   the straps with four buckles and the flap with the hook and loop fastening on the opposite side of the frame to that of 
   the tube across the width of the frame
- Stand the assembled frame on one end
- Once the mesh surface is over the end of the frame bunch up the excess so it is not hanging down, but all on the top 
   end of the frame 

TENSIONING THE MESH SLEEPSURFACETM  
- Tension the longer Side Straps first by threading the straps through the 
   buckles
- Tension the bottom straps, start with the two outer most straps and 
   tighten as much as possible
- Repeat and thread the two inner straps
- Repeat once more to all four buckles to ensure that they are fully 
   tensioned
- Secure the flap down with the hook and loop fastener and place into the cot 
   or cot bed ensuring the cross tube is on the bottom of the mattress 

- With the frame still upright on a firm surface, pull down equally using the two longer straps and mesh flaps at each side
- Work the Mesh SleepSurface™ all the way down the frame
- Turn the frame so that the the open end with the straps and buckles are in front of you. You are now ready to tighten 
   the straps 
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